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In  most  people  the  rigid  and  flexible  versions  co-exist,  and  reveal  themselves  at
different times and situations. Acceptance & avoidance are related to choosing the level
of flexibility one displays. Moderately flexible individuals think about problems, evaluate
the impact of decisions and consequences, and look at tasks in novel, creative ways.
They are level-headed about the emotional commitment to events and people, &can
engage or disengage as required. They can see a commitment through and accept
responsibility as required

Optimism & pessimism operate on a continuum, of which the midpoint is realism. People
who  score  moderately  on  the  Attitude  Scale  are  cautiously  hopeful  of  favorable
outcomes, but they do whatever they can to obtain desired results. People measured
moderate  on  this  range  also  tend  to  have  other  traits  such  as  extroversion  &
cheerfulness,  at  the  same  time  view  negative  emotions  &  thoughts  as  natural
&comfortable. They are less likely to be emotionally prejudiced or falsely boost their
self-esteem. They take responsibility when things go wrong or right and have a ‘hope for
the best, prepare for the worst’ attitude towards life. This is often linked to well-being
and progress

High scorers are familiar with the importance of good health and focus on leading
a well-rounded lifestyle. There are 3 aspects of health, i.e. physical, mental and
social. Highly health mindful individuals eat correctly, exercise regularly and get
enough rest.  Good psychological  health would mean they cope with life and
stressors well. Social health would entail that they have positive relationships
and influences. They are healthy overall, eat consciously and make sure they are
mindful  about their  daily habits,  for  a more high functionality and energetic
living.  However,  it  is  important  to  be health conscious and not  overly  body
conscious and obsessive about their food intake. Media often influences people
to  change  their  body  shapes  to  ideal  body  types  and  results  in  improper
emotional health

Balancing practicality and emotional involvement may be a challenge for many
people. Those who can achieve this balance, can be more optimal thinkers and
productive doers. Moderate thinkers tend not to get too stuck in the thinking and
planning phase or pushback their to-do lists. They attempt to not over-plan or
under-act, and look to achieving results and add value through their thoughts
and decisions. They set goals with sufficient clarity and detail-orientation and
also mark the execution and progress closely. They ensure that they optimize
their  thinking  and are  flexible  to  suit  the  required  outcomes.  They  tend to
balance between dreaming and keeping things realistic
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Moderately  assertive  individuals  are  confident  in  some  situations  and
expressive about their wants or feelings. However they give priority to other
people’s  feelings  and  interests,  especially  in  case  of  other  assertive
individuals. They try to keep things at a neutral and strike a balance between
self and others. In case of concerns or issues, they may hesitate to report or
bring  it  to  the  attention  of  the  concerned  parties,  unless  it  is  their
responsibility. There are times when they feel self-assured and comfortable
disagreeing with others, especially when they feel they are treated poorly or
disrespectfully. Other times however they may act aggressively or passively,
depending on their sense of power or authority or level of influence

Moderately  magnetic  individuals  are  confident  &  self-assured  in  their
persuasive ability. However they give priority to other people’s feelings and
interests, especially in case of other powerful personalities. They have the
ability to share their power & help people own their skills and potential, rather
than keep it to themself. They fail to maintain the influential hold over others
sometimes, much to the advantage of others, even though liked. Others are
patient with them, but not necessarily likely to follow them to the T

All  individuals  are  capable  of  both  conceptual  &  concrete  modes  of
understanding  &  reasoning.  A  balance  between  the  two,  is  where  you
situationally process &provide the right response. Excessive data analysis &
fact  exploration  can  lead  to  paralysis.  Similarly  going  with  the  creative
proclivity  & abstract  concepts  for  all  problems may not  necessarily  yield
rational solutions or decisions. Creativity is not a department; it is a trait that
individuals can cultivate &communicate. Thinking long term & ideating VS
thinking  about  current  reality  &  practical  fixes  are  often  circumstantial.
Striking a balance between the two can help overcome the rigidity & moral
attitudes of analytical minds as well as the ambiguity & non-conformity of the
intuitive minds

Moderate  scorers  try  to  find  a  balance  between  being  spontaneous  and
conscientious. They find an in-between strategy for gratification based on the
situation & task at hand. Wherever possible, they postpone rewards &positive
outcomes  by  being  patient  &  responsible.  They  can  face  challenges
&prioritize their goals that are highly important to them. For other situations
though, they tend to use their willpower selectively. They can sometimes
avoid gratification, & in some other factors they may not be able to exercise
much self-control  or patience. They are impulsive with their  weak points;
submit  to  some  of  their  guilty  pleasures  from  time  to  time.  They  are
perceptive & cautious about what is acceptable &what is not, but keep it
flexible
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Moderate scorers come from cultures that are traditionally collectivistic, but
moving towards a developmental and individualistic mind-sets. They find an
in-between strategy of self-priority and other people, based on the situation
and objective at hand. They value friendships and group-centricity and also
like their self-time. They can be flexible about their thoughts and views, and
value and respect others’ opinions as well. They communicate while keeping
this balance between their own rights and needs and that of others. They like
to follow group traditions, culture, ideologies, while they also have their own.
They may listen to what others have to say and then decide their own course
of action

Moderate scorers try to find a balance between being rationally engaged and
obsessive.  They  set  boundaries  for  their  responsibilities  and  effort  and
understand when to draw the line. They like to work hard, and party hard.
When disturbed about things, they would like to sort it out and move past the
issue, rather than keep it  over-running. They obsess over things that are
important to them, and then consciously put it out of their minds. They aim at
looking for solutions rather than give in to negative emotions. They are on
guard about how much to invest emotionally
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